You Have Worked Salvation

Communion Hymn for Fridays

Duration: 8:30
(or 5:00 if abbreviated)

Intonation: #14 or #15

Plagal First Mode

by Anthony "Nomophylax" the Priest
(15th century)
Communion Hymn - Friday - You Have Worked Salvation

O  Christ
Χριστός
Hreesteh (neh)
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O Θεό Χριστός ο Θεός

(να) αλη ah lee -
(nah) ah lee -

λη λου luo -
(νη) lη lee -
(nee) lη lee -

αλη ah lee -
(να) αλη ah lee -
(nah) ah lee -

αλη ah lee -
(νη) αλη ah lee -
(nee) αλη ah lee -

 iota ia -
(iota) ia -
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